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Touchy
Felicity Gunn
digital print
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Buckskin Girl
Shelby Campbell
You were found
lying folded in thirds—calves under thighs under ribs and
head—your bare feet clean
and your liver lacerated.
Pollen says you were in the American Southwest. Turquoise and
silver adorned your brittle fingers. Your buckskin shouldn’t be
here, just a two-minute drive from my childhood home.
Strangulation, you said.
And for years, no one in our quiet cul-de-sacs heard you.
Until your mother’s DNA
screamed your name.
Marcia,
the fields are all still brown on Greenlee Road.
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I Know You’re Sorry
Hayleigh Cline
I knew that something was wrong when I saw my
mother’s navy blue car pull up to the school’s bus stop. She
never picked me up from school. The two mile walk home was
bearable, if unpleasant, so she never saw the need to bother
herself with getting me. My heart pounded and my mind reeled
as I wondered what she had gotten us into this time. My mother
answered my question wordlessly as I neared the car and peered
through the cracked windshield. The glazed look in her eyes told
me she was high, but at that point, the realization was nothing
new. The thing that sent my heart plummeting was her physical
state.
As I entered the car, I struggled to find the words to
address the situation at hand. Instead, I turned and looked my
mother in the eyes, taking in the extent of the damages. Her
left eye was blackened, swollen almost beyond recognition, and
there were tears flooding her right. Her bottom lip was busted
and dried blood clung to her cracked lips. She had bruises all
over her, bright red welts on her wrists, and deep blue marks
circling her throat like a sort of morbid choker. What scared me
the most was the gash on the left side of her forehead, still wet
with blood. Her hair was matted with the stuff, the red almost
indistinguishable in her dark brown locks. Nausea swept over me
like a rushing tide, threatening to swallow me. I swear I could
taste the blood.
“What did he do to you?” I used all of my strength to
summon the words and make my tone caring and concerned, but
not accusatory. If I didn’t mind my words I would be next on his
list when she inevitably went crawling back to him.
My mother opened her mouth to reply, but instead a
sob burst out of her as if pulled from her chest. “I’m so sorry,
Hayleigh,” she slurred. “For everything. I’m so sorry.” I nodded,
pulling her in for a hug. Sobs wracked her body, her head on my
shoulder left bloodstains on my shirt.
“I know you’re sorry,” I mumbled, feeling numb to the world.
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I would have told her anything to get her to stop.
“I know you’re sorry,” I said. If only I believed it.
I don’t remember the five minute drive home, but I
remember the breathlessness I felt walking through our front
door. My hands brushed along the paneling on our trailer’s walls,
and the periodic bumps felt like a familiar friend. As I walked, I
avoided the parts of our short hallway in which I knew the floor
had rotted out— the last thing I needed was to add my blood to
the mix as I crashed through the floor. Each step passed slowly,
and I heard my heartbeat throbbing in my ears. The state of the
room told me more about what had happened today than my
mother had. It terrified me.
For the next three hours, I wasn’t aware of anything
but the blood and the wreckage of our kitchen and living room.
Broken plates, cigarette ashes, and uncapped needles littered the
floor, and the smell of marijuana filled my nostrils. I could hear
my mother’s cries as I scrubbed and cut the remnants of the day
away. The walls were easy enough to clean, and the shattered
plates only needed to be swept. My eyes were drawn back to the
floor, the firm carpet now splattered with my mother’s blood. I
could feel my hands shaking, and my ears rang with the ghost of
her screams that I had heard time and time again. I fumbled my
way to our kitchen counter, rummaging through the drawers for
scissors or a knife, anything strong enough to cut through the
miserable carpet. Nothing.
Muttering under my breath, I continued searching for
something, anything, that could get the carpet up. Finally, amidst
forgotten papers and empty pens, I found a box cutter. My
hands wrapped around the small blue cutter like it was my salvation, and from there I went to work. After cutting and tearing
at the carpet for nearly an hour, I was finally able to remove it,
and just like that the remnants of the day disappeared. Beneath
where the carpet had been, I found a horrid yellow tile, stained
and forgotten from decades past. No matter, at least the blood
was gone.
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the 2 best friends
Abby Martin
oil paint, oil sticks on canvas
2021
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Cherry Vanilla Cola
Sarah Hecker
It was so stupid. I wished I could think of something
other than him, but he’d nested himself so tight to the rings in
my teeth I couldn’t even pull him from the words I spoke. If he
were a tick, I could’ve flicked his body off my skin and burned
his head bubbly with a lighter. But he wasn’t. He was a man.
And all I was, was a drippy nose pressed into the sleeve of the
sweatshirt he’d lent me. My feet were tucked up under my bum,
stamping crusty mud into his upholstery. Part of me wished he’d
get mad and yell, so I’d have a reason to step out of his car and
walk back myself.
It was snowing, and I pulled my sleeves over my blue
nails. I didn’t want to tell him to raise the heat. His eyes slithered
to the side though, catching my shivering anyway. His fingers
delicately dusted the knob. I crossed my arms over my stomach
tighter, my knees pointed away, my neck cramping to keep my
view of the window.
He spoke up, voice hoarse.“I was uh, gonna get
dinner?”
Was that a question? I rolled my eyes. I hated it when
he did this: “I want to go home.”
The words sat heavy above my pelvis, as if my body
was not quite ready to release a boiling broth of rotting food.
He sounded surprised. “You’re not hungry?”
“I want to go home.”
“Baby…” he trailed off. I was glad he wasn’t resting the
weight of his deep brown eyes on me for long. Mine were hard
and sharp, threatening to cut into him whenever I pleased.
A scene where he was above me, hand caressing my
cheek, murmuring something about them being the sea under a
cloudy day slid over my head like a blindfold. I cast it away with
a violent shake of my head.
“Stimming?”
“No.”
“Oh. Do you mind if I stop for a burger? Just drive
through.”
I bit into my thumb nail and shook my head. I scooted
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into the plastic wall of the car door, so close that I could see
the dust lining the gap where the window slid up. A few of his
bitten nails had been flicked over this way. I looked down onto
myself, noticing the purple and blue knots of lint that dotted my
black sweatshirt. It was his originally; he had given it to me one
night when I’d prioritized the look of my dress over the reality
of the weather. The smell of his deodorant floated about, gently
wrapping me as if his arms were there to do it instead. Soft,
worn, and warm. My teeth hit the skin of my thumb and the
fog in my head scattered out of my view. I looked down again,
thinking I should probably wash it and give it back.
“Do you want anything?”
“Huh?” I had forgotten he was here still.
“Food? Do you want anything?” I could feel him
pointing out the window at the glowing menu.
“No, I don’t have any cash.”
“I’ll pay.”
“No.”
“I don’t want you going hungry. I’ve already kept you
out past dining hall hours. I don’t mind paying—”
“You buy me things when you’ve upset me. I don’t like
it.” I dropped my accusation like a dead mouse into his lap. Cold
and heavy relative to its weight.
He paused for a moment, biting his cheek.“You never
said you were mad.”
He said it as if his words were dancing around a candle,
apprehensive of getting licked.
I held the jar that my therapist punched all my feelings
into. My nails tapped on the metal lid, my fickle nature wanting
to twist it both directions. Something about having a dismissiveavoidant attachment style. I peeked at the back of his head as his
gaze swiveled away to order. Brownish-black curls swooped into
reds under the neon lighting of the Burger Shack. Their softness
made the memory tingle in the pads of my fingertips; tugging a
bit on the back of his head to steady myself from collapsing in
his arms after a hard day. His calloused, sandy hands holding my
face to brush back my bangs to plant a soft kiss on my forehead.
“—by?” I realized he had been staring into the fog over
my eyes.
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My gaze glided back into the present. “Huh?” I looked
at him, he was as secure as ever.
“I said: do you have a moment to talk?”
I didn’t really want to, but something on the bridge of
his sunbaked nose made me melt, water dripping off the sides
of me. “I guess,” I mumbled, not wanting to give in that easily.
I eyed his hands sliding over the smooth, faux leather steering
wheel as he pulled up. Someone unseen gave him two greasy
paper bags. I realized I probably looked like a total bitch when
he smiled and said thank you. I tucked my chin and lips into my
collar.
He brought his arm over to me, holding a white paper
cup and straw, the ice rattling inside. “I got you this. It’s the
syrup that you like, not that fountain crap.”
I took the cup with the black sleeves folded over my
hands. I popped my head out of the collar and took a sip. Cherry
vanilla spread across my tongue as the soda bubbles took the
cola up to my nose, making me crinkle it up towards my brows. I
shook my head a little.
Wide eyed, he asked me, “Is it okay?”
“Yeah, just haven’t had soda in a while. Thanks.” I
knew already that he wouldn’t take any of my crumpled bills
from the bottom of my pocket. Anxiety brewed like a bad batch
of fish in my stomach as he pulled around into the lot. The
parking brake clicked into gear. He started rifling through the
bags and pulled out some fries. My mouth watered a bit as the
salty scent hit the air. I cursed at my own pettiness.
“So...” he said, shoveling fries into his mouth, “wanna
start with telling me why Priscilla ain’t talking to me no more?”
I flicked the sides of my thumb up and down the rim
of the plastic lid. I went to look at him, but shied away and
shook my head.
“Baby, nothing is gonna get better unless you talk to
me.”
“I don’t wanna make anyone upset.”
Salt gleaned off of the corners of his mouth, falling
into his beard when he chewed. “We’re well past that.”
Sighing, I refused to look anywhere but the cup.”I told
Priscilla about our last fight.”
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“So now she’s not talking to me?”
“I don’t know. She said that it wouldn’t affect you guys
if I told.”
My guilt balled up into my throat, but the tumor wasn’t
quite enough to make me cry yet. The venom that pooled in the
message bubbles of our last text conversation made it hard to
believe she was his friend first. Childhood friends, actually. The
poison spat into my eyes when I read her texts. “She said... she
promised...”
“What exactly did you tell her?”
I put my palm to my forehead, jaw tense. “I don’t
remember exactly what I said, I just said that I wasn’t sure things
were working anymore.”
“Because?”
“You’re never there when I need you. You haven’t
come to any of my therapy appointments. You’re always
working, chasing after your sister’s kids.”
My face was red hot.
“You know I have to work. And my sister... you’ve met
her.”
“I know, I know, I know I know I know. I know you’re
busy. I know you don’t have any other options. I’m so sick of
everyone else’s opinion. Priscilla keeps telling me to break it off,
so does—”
“Do you want to?”
“No! But I’m so tired of hearing it. Why doesn’t
anyone tell me how to fix it?” I bit hard into the side of my
thumb to keep from crying. I couldn’t talk when I cried.
He pulled my hand away. “Don’t bite yourself, come
on.”
He took my hand sternly, making me look at him. His
face was tilted down to look at me, and mine up at his. Oddly
enough, our first kiss flashed into my mind. Our faces flushed
and throats full of something pent-up, something large. The
same sort of warmhearted authority that attracted me, kept me
still in his grasp.
Something cold swept over my outside leg. I broke our
staring match to check. Gasping, I realized I had dropped the
soda onto my leg, it’s amber guts spilling all over the floor of his
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car.

“Shit,” I spat, yanking myself from him to grab the cup.
That same tightness in my neck began to flow over my tongue,
bringing hot, unwanted tears with it. I desperately tried to fit
the lid back on. My hands shook, the sounds of plastic rubbing
on paper crackled with my restrained sobs. “I’m so-sorry, sorry!
Sorry...”
Warm, large hands placed themselves over mine. He
took the cup from me and placed it in the holder between us. My
whole body was vibrating and about to explode. “I want to hold
you,” he imposed gently.
I managed to give out a robotic nod. Once the side of
my face hit his chest, I let loose and began bawling. He shushed
me gently. I felt his hands brush over my head, petting my hair
like he was comforting a kennel dog. My fingers snaked up to
hold onto those curls on the back of his head. I felt the stubble
on the bottom of his chin prick at my scalp, crisp fries on his
warm breath. The middle console dug uncomfortably into my
side, but the pressure from his arms was too nice for me to give
up.
I felt as if I was vomiting out of my eyes. My crumbly
mascara became trails of oil stinging my tear ducts. Through
messy wails, I managed to get out a mangled, “I ruin everything.”
He shushed me again.
“Y-yes I do! If I had kept my mouth shut, you and
Priscilla would still be friends!”
“Baby, you needed someone to talk to.”
“But I ruined it.”
He sighed heavily, his chest pushing up into mine. “It’s
not your fault she reacted this way. She’s wound up too tight, all
self righteous ‘n shit.”
“See? I’ve already messed up your friendship with my
issues.”
“No,” he sighed deeply, “it’s not like that. I had begun
seeing it before this. Though, I don’t get why you didn’t go to
your therapist.”
“It doesn’t work like that, I don’t see him again till next
month.” I ducked my head down to hide from him, in him, “Are
you mad?”
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“No,” he swept his hand to my cheek, making me look
at him. “I understand now that all you needed was a friend. I
wish you hadn’t kept it all bottled up though.”
“Sorry.” I hid back down into his chest. “I didn’t think
you’d have time— do you... even have time for me anymore?”
I felt his shock in the way he raised his head. “Of
course baby.”
I glanced up at him sideways, he looked genuinely hurt.
“I’m doing the best I can.”
I sniffled a bit. He was so soft. So comfortable. A
pillow that had worn into the shape I needed. I closed my eyes a
bit, drinking him in. I had exhausted myself with my episode.
He placed a hand on my back and shook me a little.
“We gotta get you back. You have class in the morning.”
At that moment I realized how pitiful I looked: black
streaks of mascara marred my face, and my legs were sticky with
the wasted cola. Too tired to beg to stay longer, I nodded and
rolled off him back into my seat. The car hummed to life as the
gravel crunched under the thick tires. Sleepily, I began to rub the
black trails off my face in his side mirror.
When he pulled around to the alley by my dorm, he
handed me the second paper bag, the bottom wet and cold from
sitting. “I knew you’d be hungry no matter what you said.”
I simply mumbled a worn out thank you. I felt as if the
breeze could push me over.
I began to tug on the door handle to get out when he
stopped me. “Hey, uh, did you wanna catch a movie with me this
weekend?”
I looked back at him a little shocked.
He went on, “It’d have to be after work, I’m doing
overtime this weekend.”
I rolled my eyes and sighed. “Sure.”
I slid down onto the sidewalk. I felt a little sour that he
was still planning on working so much this week.
“Great, I’ll text you when I’m picking you up. Make
sure to get your work done early.”
“I know when to do my work.”
He flashed a smile at me and drove off. I blushed a bit
thinking about how long it’d been since we’d had a date. I wasn’t
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sure I’d even remember how to act. However, looking down at
the bag, I felt a little chill. I thought about the spilled carcass
of the paper cup rattling around where my feet should’ve been.
Hollow, empty. Because, at the end of the night, all I was left
with was a cold sandwich and a hoodie that wouldn’t even smell
like him in the morning.
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defn. Soul (n)
Katelyn Rousch
(i) A drop in an ocean of stardust, drifting
softly through the empty tides of in-between,
pondering what it is to be. Anything but to be
Infinitesimal. Meaningless.
—for existence is the instant of asking—
in this dark glittering hourglass. To be
(significant for the sake of oneself).
(ii) The knowing, primordial to words, a
gentle humming to those beating, thrumming heartstrings, so
deep and sure. New patterns blossom from vibrating bones,
melody and harmony and meaning— but this slips, we sigh,
and on it flows back to whence it came—
eternity in the ever-softening starlight.
(iii) Ascension beyond the storm of neurons,
ever in awe but aware of the echo. Wondering,
what else?
who else?
Senses straining for the invisible answer,
while the mind gives a lonely voice to this silent song that cries
out from the chaos.
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A Valentine For My Valentine
Enna Dengler
digital collage
2021
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scorpion grasses
Sarah Hecker
I had a nightmare
last night
when you were gone–
I slipped out of our sheets,
stepping down the stairs
to fetch a glass.
I found you,
toes up
on the kitchen tile,
bloody and butchered.
A faceless man
holding a cleaver
stretched out his hand,
and I took it.
Maybe you should’ve
bought me flowers.
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You, Me, and Lucky
Kayla Collins
I still kept a photo of us on my nightstand,
but now it’s lying on the floor
in a mess of glass
because the cat knocked it over.
I’m not mad at her;
poor thing with only three legs.
She’s still learning to get around
and is very clumsy.
Sometimes she forgets—
thinks that her leg is still there—
and begins to run,
only to wobble and fall,
knocking things down in her path.
I’m not mad at her,
because I know in a few months’ time
she’ll become agile again.
Stronger from each fall,
she’ll forget what it was like
to have four legs.
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parting
Emma Stefanoff
mixed media
2019
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Vessel
Julia Kiss
mixed media
2018
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The Man Who Walked in the Rain
Shelby Campbell
William woke up with an itch in his ear and in the back
of his throat. Tonguing at it, he lay on his back looking up at the
ceiling. By the time he got up, the room was filled with gray light
and he could ignore the deep pang of hunger in his stomach no
longer.
It was cold; he read in the news the night before that
it would rain in the evening. The stove put off a warm halo,
so he lingered by it and watched the water boil, listening to the
waves crash outside. He shivered while he drank his coffee and
ate his toast. It burnt when he was watching the hot water, but a
slathering of jam made it easier to swallow.
The wet cold required a specific uniform. He started
with long johns, because the first warm layer should cling to
your skin as though it’s wet. He followed that with wool trousers,
which are itchy without the long johns and made movement
uncomfortable. He needed to be as limber as possible. A flannel
shirt, thick and full, went next, followed by a wool sweater pulled
from a cedar chest at the end of the bed, and his slicker from a
hook by his bedroom door. The slicker was a gift from long ago
and its luster had worn off, but it nearly touched the ground and
the exterior blended into the fog, so he kept it.
The rain hadn’t fallen yet, but the wind was blowing
and he knew he had to go soon. Shifting in the wind, his shack
creaked and groaned when he put weight on certain boards. He
figured he probably should fix that sometime. But not today. It
was going to rain.
The shack only had three rooms, and he lived in all
of them. In the first room, which held the front door, were his
kitchen and living room. Down the wooden hallway, there were
two rooms: his bedroom at the end of the hall and the bathroom
to the left. Bookshelves lined all his walls, and he put every new
paperback he read on them. One shelf, however, he kept free for
new journals. He had filled one each month for the last 23 years.
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Pulling the emptiest journal off of the shelf, he moved
toward the desk to write and puff on a pipe while he waited
for the rain to begin. Scribbling letters onto the page almost as
quickly as he could think, he filled two whole pages before the
rain began its patter on the wooden shingles.
“There are my blessings,” he said, a smile spreading
across his cracked lips for the first time since it rained last.
He stepped into his hallway, walking toward the open
door at the end. He glanced at the faded photographs on the
walls. Five of them depicted a child growing older in each
picture. In the photograph closest to his bedroom, she was
smiling under a white sun with ice cream on her face and a
lifejacket on her chest. Next to those was a Polaroid, unframed
and taped to the wall, of a woman with long sandy hair. She
was sitting on a dock, her eyes round and solemn. His eyes met
hers on the glossy paper, and his heart began to pound. He
remembered that day on the boat. It was cool, not cold, and the
skies were a hazy blue.
“I don’t want to get in. Put me down, William!”
The photo had faded in the 23 years since it was taken,
but its subject remained bold and unrelenting with her gaze.
He broke eye contact with the photo and moved toward his
bedroom door.
The door was open, but the shabby, unhinged, and
unfinished closet door, which didn’t fit well into the doorframe,
was not. William heaved with his whole weight on the door until
it fell backwards. He stumbled but did not fall, and he leaned the
piece of wood against the wall near the closet. From the small
closet came the smell of must and forgotten cotton, hanging
along the walls in faded and moldy yellows and pinks. There
were dresses that nearly grazed the floor and cracked leather
shoes that laid in pairs against the wall.
As he moved closer to the farthest wall in the closet,
he brushed his thick fingers against the moth-eaten sleeves and
inhaled. The air still reeked of must, but as the rain fell harder,
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the scent of wet oak dominated, and tight excitement crept
higher in his throat.
A small bookshelf sat at the end of the closet where
the sloped ceiling met the wall, only four feet above the floor.
William crouched and pushed the shelf to the right of the room
so a door, small enough only for a young child, was visible. It
was neatly crafted on hinges, with its boards all flush against one
another, and painted a crisp white that nearly shone against the
damp closet’s old wood.
When he pulled the little door open, two small feet clad
in pink, lace-lined socks poked out. They lay pointing straight up
on a once-white satin padding that lined the entirety of the little
burrow. The padding was spotted with mold from the humidity,
and a white powder covered the entire surface.
“Princess,” William said. He reached into the satin den
and lifted out the gray body of a young girl, whose blonde hair
coiled at the ends around her shoulders. Her dress, bright white
and pink, hung loose around her sunken skin.
“Let’s brush your hair.”
He carried her to his bed with his arms cradling her
neck and knees, and he lay her body on the pillow next to his.
Her eyes, which had once been full of blue life, were just empty
sockets. The cheeks he remembered to be red from strawberry
juice and sun were only there in flaky patches, and a small piece
of her came off when he brushed his finger across her face.
He looked at his fingers, his skin still strong and
calloused and alive. The skin that remained around her collapsed
throat was purple, and her neck barely held onto her skull. The
little bones that made up her throat were all jagged and broken,
poking through the long-bruised skin.
From the drawer of his bedside table he pulled a silver
hairbrush, its bristles wooden. His own reflection on the back
of the hairbrush caught his eye. His eyes were bloodshot and
watery, and his beard was an unfamiliar iron color, no longer the
muddy red tone his hair adopted in his youth.
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The rain had turned the sky completely gray, and the
surf below roared against the winds. He pushed her hair behind
her ear with the hairbrush, tying it with a pink ribbon he kept
in the same drawer as the hairbrush. Returning the brush to the
drawer and moving back toward the closet, he removed a small
yellow rain jacket from one of the hooks. It lost its luster just as
his slicker had, but the hood sheltered her delicate hair and skin
from the elements.
William then rolled her back into his arms, carrying her
through the hallway and into the living room. Her pink socks
that dangled from his right arm were barely visible underneath
her rain jacket, and he held her high so they would not catch on
any of his wooden furniture.
“Let’s go for a walk, sweet one,” he whispered into the
hole in the side of her skull where only the inner ear remained.
Opening the door let in the full deafening noise of the
waves below, slamming into the headlands, as brought on by the
winds that were not quiet themselves. Holding her close to his
chest, he peered around the sides of the shack. The rain lowered
the visibility, and though he could only see as far as the path that
led to the shoreline, he headed out the door carrying the body of
a five-year-old girl.
The droplets pounded against his face. It was just
above freezing, so every drop stung as it hit. Through the wet
grass he marched toward the beach path. The mud and chunks
of rock became unsteady when it was wet, so he kept most of
his weight on his back foot. Though his foot sank deeper into
the mud the more weight he put on it, he held onto the girl and
pried his boot out until the path became wooden stairs that
descended the cliff.
The stairs, rotting from age, were slick, and with the
girl in his arms, William could not see his feet. His knuckles were
white from the cold just in the walk from his shack to the trail,
and he kept his eyes on the stairs ahead, the girl in his arms and
the trail behind him. He had counted the steps time and time
again; there were 128 of them, and he planted both feet firmly
on each one before beginning his next.
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The rain had not eased up. It continued to tap on his
hood and on the little girl’s raincoat. It started to collect water
like a loose tarp, and he had to flatten it out so the raindrops did
not spill in between the buttons and onto her body.
“We’re almost to the beach, Emily!” He cried. Rain
mixed with salty tears on his face; when he reached the bottom
of the stairs, he fell knees-first into the sand and wept over her
body. He wept and wept and wept, and he picked himself up and
hobbled through the sand. He stopped where the waves began
to crash above his ankles and dropped once again to his knees.
The waves now hovered around his hips, and the little girl’s socks
were soaked from the clear saltwater. Raindrops from his beard
dripped into the holes that would have been her sinuses.
“Here we are! Isn’t it beautiful? You love the beach.
You love the beach. You love the beach,” his cries grew louder as
the waves rose taller.
“You love the beach!” He shrieked, his throaty voice
cracking. The veins in his forehead and neck inflated, and his jaw
rattled.
The rain continued, and the bitter tide rose above
his abdomen. A foghorn called out from beyond the fog, and
William backed out of the ocean to collapse where the waves
could not touch him. His head fell into the curvature of the little
girl’s limp body.
“You didn’t deserve to have to live without your mother.”
He folded her onto his lap and held as tightly as he
could to her brittle remains. The pair watched the waves while
rain fell onto the beach. Each drop that landed on the sand left a
small circle. William trembled from the frigid water that was now
soaked into all his clothes, even under the slicker, but he ignored it.
The day grew dark before the rain began to let up, so
he decided to return Emily to her room. He lifted her again
under her neck and knees, and turned toward the edge of the
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cliff where the stairs ran in rickety layers. His fingers were pruny,
and he could not take his eyes off Emily. The permanent grin,
etched on her face by God, showed her adult teeth suspended
above the baby ones, waiting for maturity.
Through the roaring of the waves and the patter of
rain on the sand, a little girl’s voice rang in his ears. It was so
close: an intricate sound filled with more joy than he had heard
since Emily was alive.
“Emily? Lucinda?” He called out toward two
approaching silhouettes, one tall and thin and the other small
and childish, with its arms outstretched. “Emily!”
said.

“You’re mistaking us for someone else,” the tall woman

She stepped closer to him. He still strained to see her
in the fading light, but he could discern the glossy sheen on their
navy blue slickers. The girl had the same dark hair as the woman,
pulled back under their hoods, a couple strands framing their
faces. They were both holding fishing poles. “Is your daughter
okay?” She asked. He pulled Emily’s face into his chest.
“She is fine. It’s raining,” he sniffed and tried to focus
on their faces. They had the same dark eyes, both peering into
his.
“Fishing’s better when it rains. Is she hurt?”
“This is not a good fishing spot.”
“Is she hurt?” the woman asked again. The little girl
observed William from behind her mother’s long jacket.
“Not anymore.”
“Let me see her.”
“No,” William said. He shielded Emily’s face from view.
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The woman turned to her daughter. “Drop your rod
and run to the car.”
“No!” He stood, his legs rigid.
William felt a new cold, one that began in the pit of
his stomach and felt like metal sinking into his body. The pair’s
car was parked at the top of a jagged cliff across from his shack,
and down the road, not a half-mile, was a roadside service
station. It was closed around this time, but it had a payphone
outside. He clutched Emily to his chest and started for the stairs
behind the strangers. He trudged toward the stairs, watching the
two reach the top of the cliff. The car doors slammed and the
rectangular headlights grew smaller as they swung out onto the
dirt road that led out of the coastal area.
William slumped against the base of the stairs with
Emily in his arms. Her hollow eyes stared toward the sky. The
rain was softer, no longer painful, spitting drops. He still felt that
urgent cold spreading through his body as his heart pounded,
but the rain washed over him rather than stung him. Caressing
her hair, William closed his eyes and felt the tears burn against
his eyelids. To find the strength to rise and climb, to carry Emily
all the way back, was a burden he could no longer bear.
He lay Emily’s body down on its back. What skin that
remained on her face slid from her skull into the back of her
slicker. He knelt beside her and began heaving clumps of wet
sand onto her body. He piled and piled sand atop her, filling her
bony cavities, until the weight of it made her more brittle parts
snap.
William stood over the small pile. The rain had stopped
entirely, and he lowered the hood of his slicker. He noticed the
cold of the evening first on his ears, stinging his wet skin, before
it spread all over. Turning toward the stairs, William glanced over
his shoulder at the little hill he had created.
“Goodbye, Emily,” he said. With steady feet and a hand
on the wooden handrail, William ascended the stairs alone.
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We Don’t Have Those Dreams Anymore
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sonnet
Austin Murphy
The hobo prophet says war on the sun
He is lord of concretes and barbed wire
The age of 90 proof men has begun
Chiefs of the neon sign council fire
Start our mornings with the 9 am beer
Jukebox currency is measured per chord
All the soul you could need is found right here
The suitcase gods will be put to the sword
Third story tramps looks over the rich slums
Father Time can’t move unless he dances
Street urchins playing the trash can war drums
And rusty men make rustic advances
Now we wait for night to give the last calls
And spit the city back into the stalls
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My Mother’s Keeper
Hayleigh Cline
I woke up to a cold hand on my shoulder and hushed
voices urging me to rise. As my eyes adjusted to the darkness and
the fog lifted from my sleepy mind, I was aware of my grandparents standing over my bed at their house. Despite the humid
June air, I was cold—a fact which was intensified by the sinking
feeling I already had in my chest. There was no reason for them
to be waking me up unless something was wrong. There was no
reason for them to be waking me up unless they knew.
“I need you to come see what your Mom is doing and
tell me if you know what’s wrong,” my grandfather said in a
gentle voice. He was never gentle.
In my heart, I knew what I would find before I even
left my bedroom. How could I not? I had been living with her
and covering for her my entire life. Slowly, I made my way to the
kitchen, each step deliberate, each second my mind searching for
an excuse. I didn’t know what I would tell them when I could no
longer stall for time.
My once-beautiful mother stood in our kitchen muttering to beings that we could not see. I knew before she turned
around to face us what expression we would find on her face:
glassy eyes, hollowed cheeks, and a vacant stare. What I wasn’t
expecting to see was the blue stain on her fingers, but a quick
glance at the kitchen counter and the wall above showed that
she had mistaken my birthday cake for finger paint. The strong,
sweet smell of the buttercream tore through the air. My heart
broke at the scene before me, as unwarranted as it may seem. I
knew that if my life continued on its current course, I wouldn’t
live another year. That was supposed to be my last birthday cake.
My grandfather’s voice snatched me away from my self-pity.
“What’s wrong with her?”
I didn’t know how to answer that. How do you tell a
man that his daughter is an addict? How do you tell him that you
can see by her movements that she’s coming down off meth?
I hesitated for a second while I considered how much of the
story, if any, he needed to know. I had kept her secret for years.
Was I ready to give her up? My mind raced back to the many
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times I had covered for her since she started using drugs. I didn’t
keep her secrets because she threatened me, although she did
do that. I kept her secrets because I had been raised to support
my family, to take care of them, to put them first, and to keep
their secrets when necessary. Despite my rationalization, my
self-loathing grew like a parasite, caused by the never-ending web
of lies she had made me weave.
“She’s coming down,” I said, the weight of my words
crushing me.
“What? Coming down from where?”
My grandmother was sixty years old but still naive in so
many ways.
“She’s coming down off meth.” I forced the words out
somehow, though it felt like there was no air in my lungs. I can
still feel the way my hands shook, the way the tears pooled in the
corner of my eyes. I don’t remember what they said next, but I
remember the look on their faces. I was their granddaughter, but
from then on, I would also be the girl who gave them the worst
news of their life.
I’ll never know how we managed to get her to lay down
and sleep in her state, but we did. However, as soon as her senseless chatter turned into snores, my grandparents pulled me into
their bedroom. With desperation in all of our voices, I finally
told them what our life had been like the past three years. I told
them of her rapid descent into addiction and how using quickly
turned to dealing. I told them of her preference for heroin and
her willingness to settle for meth when prices got too high.
I told them of countless nights going to bed with a stomach
that howled with emptiness, of being punished for the baseless
accusations that her boyfriends made when I wouldn’t give them
their way. I told them of the evictions, the utility shutoffs, and
the abuse. I told them that her addiction wasn’t the worst part of
it. No, the worst part was waking up to her screams as she was
beaten and raped in the middle of the night and falling asleep
with a knife in my hand hoping that I wouldn’t be next.
I’m not sure how long this conversation was, or how
we made it through, but we did. My grandfather brought her
beaten-up purse into the room and dumped its contents on their
bed. The clashing of objects sounded like drums in the silent
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house. In my mind, I knew it was because they were desperately
hoping to disprove my claims of her addiction and to cling on to
the innocence of the little girl they raised. However, any chance
of denial disappeared when they saw the paraphernalia that she
had concealed.
The cigarette ashes at the bottom of her purse would
forever stain the green quilt that they had laid on their bed, but
the smell of tobacco and the smattering of loose cigarettes
weren’t the damning evidence. Beyond her wallet, chapstick, and
hand sanitizer, we were faced with blackened spoons, Q-Tips,
shoelaces, lighters, used needles, and tiny squares of magazines
that had once held packs of heroin. I explained to them what
each of these items meant, how their daughter had used them
to ruin herself. My words tasted bitter coming out, the long-held
secrets feeling just as poisonous as the drugs we were discussing.
More than once I thought that I would wake up and be relieved
that this was just a horrible nightmare, that I hadn’t actually just
betrayed my mother. Little did I know that the real nightmare
hadn’t begun.
When my mother woke up she was surprisingly alert,
which was not a good thing, all things considered. The gentleness that my grandfather had used in his voice with me that
night was gone when he spoke to her.
“Give me your keys. You’re done, Amy. Do you hear
me? What the fuck is wrong with you? How could you do this to
this girl?”
Even though our closest neighbor was nearly half a
mile away, I would be surprised if they hadn’t heard the anger
and the grief in his voice.
“I’m leaving. Try to stop me and I’m calling the cops!
You can’t keep me here. The car is in my name, and I’m a grown
woman,” my mother yelled, with no less venom in her cry. Still,
my grandfather refused to return the keys that he now had
clenched in his fist.
Then my mother did something that surprised us all.
She spat on him. His face contorted with anger, and before I
knew what was happening, he had raised his fist to hit her. In
an instant, my grandmother had pushed me behind her, as if
she could protect me from what was about to happen. The only
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thing that stopped him from letting his punch fly was the wild
look in my mother’s eye, the smile on her face, and her chaotic
voice repeating, “Go ahead, come on, hit me.”
The tension and the yelling continued for what felt like
hours, each second agonizing and unforgettable. In the end, my
grandfather could see that there was only one way this could
end: he had to let her go. After grabbing her small bag of clothes
from our shared room, she told me to get my things, that we
were leaving.
I can still feel the pink Berber carpet under my feet,
and the rough texture of the walls leaving indentations on my
fingertips from holding myself upright. I knew that I couldn’t
survive if I stayed with her. “No.” I shook my head hard. “No.
I’m staying here.”
For the first time, she looked taken aback. “No, you’re
not. You’re fourteen. You don’t get to make those choices. Get
your stuff, we’re leaving.” But I had already left too many times.
“I’m staying here,” I repeated, my resolve shrinking.
“Please don’t leave me, I’m staying here.” The words burned the
back of my throat coming out, and I was hardly able to choke
out the last part of the sentence.
I begged her to stay, knowing that she wouldn’t. She
pressed one final kiss to my forehead, told me that she loved me,
and then she was gone. My knees sunk to the floor. “Please don’t
leave me,” I repeated. I heard her footsteps retreating down the
hall, but there were too many tears in my eyes to see her leave.
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Crocodile and Owl
Benjamin Ervin
The rain came earlier than they expected. It washed
out the roads leading into the hamlet, and the two inhabitants
were trapped in their small shacks, stuck looking out windows
at each other. Their faces were sunken mirrors of each other,
weatherworn with age, time, and dust. Their bodies were like
settling foundations. Time was ravaging them.
The rain ran down over the set of stone-etched steps
built by one of the pair nearly a millennium earlier. They had
built the small hamlet when there were sixteen of them. They
had descended out of the mountains of the East bearing silk
and honey on their backs. They were strangers to the cold, pinewooded regions of the West, where the skies were gray and the
earth was moist. After the first century of their settlement, half
of them left. It took a few centuries for the rest to leave. Now
there were two.
Their names were lost in the space of their lives.
Instead, they both wore large clay tablets about their necks. One
tablet had an image of an owl. The other had a crocodile. The
pictorial glyphs came from a language long-dead. Now, they were
images without a language to speak them.
The seer had spoken the words, That is a Crocodile, its
mouth will break the bones of men, the weak. A false god to humankind.
In another place and time, That sound is the Owl, the symbol of
wisdom. These symbols became their identity, their histories.
Owl was not wise, nor was Crocodile strong. They were
withered beings. Their hair was long, gray, and stiff like wire.
Their skin stretched across their frail bones that could never
break, their teeth were blackened, their eyes cooled to ice, their
ears grew over with hair, and their posture pushed their heads
ever closer to their unkempt feet. They never slept, never ate,
never loved. Instead, they lived in constant opposition to each
other’s existence. They stood in their huts at equal paces of
eight, two paces from their windows, staring at one another.
It rained for three weeks, so the pair stood like statues,
waiting. Once the rain ended, each left their respective homes
and stood on either side of the road.
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Owl spoke first. “I thought about how your eyes are set
in your head like boiled orbs of puss. You’ve walked looking at
the world with them for as long as I can remember. No wonder
it rains; it has to wash away the stains you’ve left.”
Crocodile responded with the same voice as Owl, in the
same cadence. “Well, I was wondering what your insides are like;
I saw how wretched your hunched frame has become. It must be
contorted and grotesque, your guts folded and rotting away.”
“I’ve been inside so long I forgot how rancid you smell,
like the festering wounds of the Titans in the East.”
“Your skin has become so coarse. I am surprised you’ve
not worn the stone in your house from dragging your feet out
here.”
“Your hair is so matted. I can see the colonies of lice
feasting on the carcasses of rats trapped in the maze of your
messy hair.”
“You’re the reason everyone has left.”
“You drove them away.”
“No, you drove them away.”
“You.”
“You.”
“You!”
“You!”
The fighting continued till the rain came. The pair
retreated to their windows watching, standing, thinking of
insults, and forgetting them as time passed. Counting the
seconds until the rain would stop.
˚˚˚˚
When summer came, Anne walked over the lip of the
hamlet. She was guiding sheep with a gnarled length of a branch
that she found in the wake of a rainstorm. The end of the rod
was jagged bits of a root, blackened by lightning and tangled
with the fur of a gray wolf. She wore her hood over a set of
whalebone earrings she won in a game of dice. Someone had
accused her of loading the dice, the argument escalated, and she
caved their skull in with the mangled root. The man’s head had
given way like rotten fruit. The earth soaked up his brains. His
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hair gently twirled as Anne dug through his pockets. The dead
man’s horse had stood watching as Anne moved out into the
steppe with two new earrings and her loaded dice.
On the hamlet, Anne guided the sheep up the incline.
The steps were sandstone, directing the eye up the winding back
of the hill to a sole cherry tree. Black and white with age, the
tree had blossomed fruit that dropped and rotted on the earth.
The grass was thick about the trunk, and Anne suspected it was
prime grazing.
Crocodile and Owl watched as Anne slowly moved
up the steps between their houses. The sheep took to grazing
on the slope. She picked three pockets of cherries and ate the
fourth pocket-worth in the nook of a branch, her eyes looking
out on the river valley. Though it was cold, fishermen moved on
small vessels and cast wide nets, cows moved on distant hills, and
smoke rose from unseen chimneys.
Anne heard the two sets of footsteps.  
Owl spoke first. “Who are you?”
“I am Nobody,” Anne said as she spat out a cherry pit.
“Well, you’re somebody because I see you.”
Anne turned her head and studied the beings. They
were nearly human in their shriveled bodies and nearly angels
with their piercing eyes. “You’re correct, I am somebody. But,
until I know your names, I am Nobody.”
“I am Owl, wiser than Crocodile.”
“I am Crocodile, stronger than Owl.”
Anne smiled. “Then you’re twins?”
The two looked at one another.
“No,” they said in unison. “They are not my equal.”
“Why is that?” Anne asked as she chewed a ripe cherry.
Owl spoke. “They are grayed with time and have fallen
prey to sloth and hatred. They are like the sulfur from the earth,
burning and festering with a foul smell.”
Crocodile countered with an accusatory finger, “They
are like the beasts of the sea, hiding in the darkness, for no light
could capture what horrors their features create.”
Owl turned to Crocodile. “You are like a forest fire,
consuming everything in your path, a threat to friend and foe
alike.”
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“Your eyes are—”
Anne cut in, “Enough, you’re both grotesque. Ugliest
people I’ve ever met.”
Owl and Crocodile looked to each other, then to the
shepherd.
“Who gives you the right to speak?” said Owl.
“I have a mouth and a mind, I can choose to speak or
not to speak as much as I like.”
“We are your greater part. We are the Immortal-kind.
You have no right to say that. You should be reverent.”
Anne squinted at Crocodile. “You? You look like the
worst part of a slab of shit. It’d be merciful to kill and bury
you.” Anne then grinned and went back to eating.
Owl turned to Crocodile again, ashamed for them
both, then looked to the shepherd. “You’re vile.”
“Tell me about it.”
Owl quivered. “No, you truly are. No human has said
those things to us.”
“You sure you aren’t twins? Cause you got the smell of
a sun-baked slab of shit.”
“Hold your tongue,” Crocodile said. “We were the first
to cross the mountains. To see the world birthed from rain and
mist. We saw it grow. We shaped it with our wills.”
Anne shrugged. “And?”
“We lead the world because we are the elders,” Owl
said, crossing their decrepit arms.
She scoffed, “No one person leads this. Not you or
your grayer half.”
Owl tilted their head in confusion. “How do you know?
How do you know we didn’t forge this world, make it in our
image?”
“Because I am not immortal. If you owned this world,
then I’d be just like you. Gray, immortal, and alone.” Anne
climbed out of the tree and walked between the pair, favoring
her staff.
Crocodile was perplexed, so Owl spoke. “You are just
going to leave, then?”
“Yeah, the cherries are like vinegar and the grass is
probably not worth trouble.”
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back.”

Crocodile clenched their fists. “Then never come

Anne laughed, “I’ll come back. I happen to like the
taste of vinegar.”
˚˚˚˚
In the West, a thunderstorm was brewing, breaking
the skyline with boundaries of white-hot energy that framed
the world in sections. Owl and Crocodile stood side by side,
watching the storm ravage the world. Smoke rose on a distant
hilltop where lightning clashed with dry underbrush, cleaning the
forest of the excess and burning a path down to the valley.
As the thunder echoed, Anne came up the hill leaning
into her walking stick. She eased herself under the cherry tree
and let her few sheep roam. She pulled her hood away and let
her gray hair drape around her neck. Up the steps came Owl
and Crocodile, each standing in the same spot they’d stood for
decades, looking down on Anne.
The sheep moved between the three of them and the
tree, eating patches of grass. Anne’s glassy eyes looked over
the landscape and took in the swampy world that had been her
home for nearly seven decades. She could vaguely see the first
chapel erected in the valley, now shadowed by ivy. The roads
that once cut into cold earth were muddy with heat. The oxbows
in the rivers broke ages before, forming small lakes where huts
sat and smoked in the stormy midday grayness. Across the
damp earth, towns had been built around churches, and people
had danced around poles for midsummer. Crops grew. Horses
crossed the landscape like meteors crossing an empty night sky.
Anne was there when the council was formed, when the bandits
came, when the Locust ate the crops, when the people who
spoke a new language brought spice over the mountain, when
the world was still young. Now, Anne found herself falling asleep
when Crocodile stirred her with their voice. “Why are you tired?
You’ve done nothing but walk here.”
Anne looked to the pair. They were immortal in their
lifespans but incapable of remembering a thing. Every fourth
month they had asked her the same question, and she’d said the
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same thing: “I’m old.”
“That never stopped us when we crossed the
Mountains bearing honey and silk,” Owl said as they shrugged
the moss from their shoulders.
“Or when we fended off the lions of the great
deserts.”
 	
“Or when we broke our chains of enslavement.”
“Or—”
“I know.” Anne turned her eyes from the valley, “I’ve
heard the stories a thousand times, and I’ll hear them a thousand
times again.”
Crocodile scowled at Anne. “You mock us, but you’ve
never learned a thing. If you had, you wouldn’t be resting.”
Owl agreed, “Yes, you’d be up and about: building,
moving, pushing yourself.”
Anne turned her head away. “I’ve done my time.
There is no need for me now. I helped tame this land, made it
bountiful, and now my children will know a better world.”
Owl squinted. “What have you done but tame sheep
and kill men, wolves, women, and beasts while eating from our
tree?”
Anne held one of the bitter fruits in her hand. She
rolled it between her fingers. “I took these cherries and made an
orchard by my home. The earth was wet there, burnt your feet
to walk on it, so I planted a cherry pit. In time, the land became
clean, soft. It’s my home.” She ate the cherry. “Still bitter as hell.”
“You did nothing. The tree did the work.”
“Yes,” Anne said slowly, “but I brought the seed to the
soil.”
“A bird could do it and have the decency of being
silent.”
Anne shrugged, “I am not bragging. You asked what
I’ve done in my life.”
“And you make it about you. When we came over those
mountains, we knew nothing but the hope and protection of our
fellow people. We loved them as a family and did everything for
them. Never for ourselves. We knew better.”
Anne rose from a well-worn groove by the tree. “And?
Where are they now? I know they can’t be dead. You two are
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very much alive.” Anne spit out a pit and mused to herself,
“You’ll keep living beyond me and beyond the towns that sink
into the marsh. You’ll outlive all of us, this world, the sun,
maybe even time itself. Yet, you’re alone, and you never ask
why.”
Crocodile looked to Owl, who in turn looked to
Crocodile. In unison, they said, “That doesn’t matter now.”
Anne picked herself up with the walking stick and
began to hobble away.
They followed her down the crumbling steps. The
sheep did, too. It took time for Anne to reach the base of the
hillock. An old bridge loomed over a stream, an old bridge Anne
built.
Owl couldn’t find their words, so Crocodile spoke
for them. “What matters in life is that we are the example, and
you should look to us. Immortality teaches you everything. You
should listen.”
“No one cares. You’re a bickering pair of hermits
who’ve been lost to time. The only lesson you’ve imparted is that
hate is immortal.”
Owl stopped; Crocodile followed suit.
Owl spoke now. “You take that back. We crossed the
mountains.”
“I have also crossed the mountains,” said Anne, leaning
heavily into her staff as the sheep crossed the bridge. “I crossed
them ten times before I turned thirty. Once on a mule, even.
There is nothing to it.”
“Because we walked the land first. We made it soft for
your feet.”
“No, you hadn’t. Someone before you made it soft, like
someone before you made our language, sailed the rivers, grew
the fruit, and changed the world. You haven’t done anything
new or better. You just did it your way.” Anne walked across
the bridge, the sheep moving ahead of her, guiding her into the
forest.
Crocodile yelled after her, “What of immortality? We
will outlive you ten times over.”
Anne turned back before lifting her hood. Her eyes
moved between the pair. Several times during her life Anne had
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dreamed of coming into the hamlet and crushing the pair’s skulls
with her staff. She imagined it might kill them or at least silence
them so she could collect the cherries she needed in peace. But
she never tried it. She knew they’d find a new way to torture her,
to seek her out, and to tell her how she was wrong. She thought
about killing them now.
Instead, she stayed her hand and gave her parting
words.
“What’s immortality when you’re alone?”
Anne walked into the forest for the final time. Then,
the rain came and washed away her tracks.
˚˚˚˚
Crocodile opened their eyes and found Owl standing
over them. At first, they watched and said nothing as Owl
turned, walked out of their home, and hiked up the slope. Then,
Crocodile followed.
Owl and Crocodile came to the top of the hamlet.
There, the cherry tree was split down the middle. The center
was charred, mangled, bubbled, and smoked an odd mixture of
gray and orange. Owl pulled off their necklace and hung it from
the branch that pointed North. The heavy clay medallion slowly
swayed in the breeze. Then, they walked away. Crocodile watched
as Owl walked down the slope, sliding in the mud and catching
themselves on loose trees and matted roots.
Crocodile lifted their medallion from about their neck
and hung it from the same branch as Owl. The clay tablets
clicked gently with a breeze. Crocodile moved down the hamlet
after Owl.
The rain washed away their footprints. Small portions
of the earth they touched ran off into the river, catching in
bends and tree branches of distant riverbeds. The soil held the
history of Owl and Crocodile’s path, and it was soon packed in
a muddy bank of a dark river’s curve. A century later, erosion
cut off the bend from the flowing river. In the oxbow, nestled
beneath an old tree, the acidic soil that Crocodile and Owl
touched rested.
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Phases of Summer
Isaiah Underwood
I.
Swift echoes of Sade’s “Smooth Operator”
saturate expired beige grass, ever seeking
the restoration of life embedded within
flush silt.
II.
The scramble of
children acknowledge the buzzing
cacophony of compacted Tuscan
sun school buses.
III.
How ironic. The glint of
chlorine illuminates your
pruney, eroded skin as those
subtle currents synchronize
their waves with the
outlying horizon.
IV.
Soon the entire world is garnished
with boisterous cobalt, scarlet, and
chiffon colored flickers. Scattering
the night, leaving your eyes full
of admiration.
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V.
The same pupils of a feeble toddler
that empathize with
those of a mountain gorilla as they gaze
at it through a zoo’s transparent glass
window, innocently hollering –
But I want to touch him!
He’s my friend!
VI.
Somewhere, this thought
becomes diluted by French Vanilla Ciroc
and celebratory cognac, forcing
the mind to be disassembled into other
notions of that person standing
indolent in the darkness by the
doorway of a house party.
VII.
Is there anything more exquisite than you?
Anywhere more remotely close than where
we are?
Or any idea more intuitive than what
the treasure of summer can bring?
You ask yourself.
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